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ABSTRACT

This Paper presents a comprehensive analysis of alternative formulas

for providing income support benefits to the elderly. The paper first
discusses the concepts underlying the major objectives of income support

programs for the elderly and derives measures of how well the objectives

are achieved. Next, it Provides quantitative estimates of the effects of
alternative formulas on all the major objectives and it examines how

these effects depend on the correlation between the elderly's past
earnings and current income.

The Primary Ending is that the trend toward the use of two separate

programs, one which Provides strictly earningsrelated benefits Cthe top

tier) and another which Provides income related benefits to the elderly

poor (the bottom tier), is not the best way to achieve the major goals

of income support Programs. This two program, or two tier approach, is

said to reduce Poverty and inequality efficiently while providing adequate

and equitable earningsreplacement benefits. But our findings show that

* ™ply making the earningsreplacement schedule progressive, by paying

higher replacement rates to those with low than to those with high past

earnings, can raise the incomes of the elderly poor as much as the two

^ tier approach while accomplishing more in terms of other goals.
More specifically, we find:

1) The size of the correlation CR) between the elderly's past earnings

and current income has significant effects on the performance of every

formula and on comparisons between systems. In particular, nearly every

formula leads to a much higher reduction in inequality if R is low than
R is high.
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2) When R is low, the twotier formulas go relatively better than pro

gressive top tiers in reaching low income elderly and in reducing

inequality. But, with the low R, the progressive top tier's effects on

poverty and inequality are quite substantial and thus, its advantages on

other goals may outweigh the higher progressivity of two tier formulas.

When R is high, the progressive top tier is as effective as twotier
formulas in reducing inequality and helping the poor and is more effective
in achieving other goals.

3) Because inequality of the elderly's past earnings is generally much

lower than inequality of their current pretransfer incomes, even a

formula whose benefits equal a constant proportion of past earnings can

reduce inequality significantly. The extent to which the proportional

top tier lowers poverty and inequality is larger, the lower is R.

4) A formula which combines a progressive top tier with a low tax rate
on current income reaches what we regard as the most satisfactory com

promise among the major obj ectives . This formula achieves low inequality,
eliminates poverty, and avoids stigma effects, without unduly sacrificing
equity, adequacy, and work incentive goals.
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I . INTRODUCTION

Government efforts to help the aged attain adequate incomes have

been expanding rapidly. In the 19651973 period, real expenditures on

public income support for the aged jumped by 195 per cent in the U.S.

and by 345 per cent in Israel. Similar trends have been occuring in

Europe. Between 1964 and 1969, government spending on income support

for the aged doubled in Austria, Belgium, Finland, and France and

tripled in Switzerland (Horlick, p. 7]. The rising expenditures repre

sent a response to the increased numbers and increased population shares

of the elderly as well as an attempt to improve the living standards.

Accompanying the common trend of rising expenditures on the elderly

are wide differences in the methods for allocating benefits among the

elderly. Most countries do employ some type of social insurance retire
ment (SIR) program. These SIR programs generally utilize a payroll tax

on workers and employers and pay benefits on the basis of rights earned

by years of covered employment. But, while some SIR programs provide

flatrate benefits independent of past earnings, others link each

person1 s benefit level closely to his past earnings level (Schulz, p. 24) .

Formulas for distributing SIR benefits also vary in the mechanism for

adjusting to inflation and to increases in real wages and in the provi

sions for dependents and widowed spouses of covered workers. Still
another difference is whether SIR benefits are available to those aged

who are fulltime or parttime workers.

In recent years, many countries have introduced changes in their
methods of allocating benefits.. both within existing SIR programs and
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through incomeconditioned supplementary benefit programs. Canada began

a guaranteed income program for the aged and an earnings rated SIR

program in 1967 to add to her flatrate old age security programe (Weise,

pp. 3439) . In 1974, the U.S. started a federal income guarantee program

for the aged, blind, and disabled (Supplement Security IncomeSSI) which

supplanted the less generous aid to low income elderly formerly available

under state and local welfare programs (Kennedy, et.al.) . Since 1961,

when England established an earnings related SIR program, Conservative

and Labour governments have alternatively favored emphasizing flatrate
or earningsrelated SIR programs (Tracy, pp. 3235) . In addition, a

national supplementary benefit program for the aged has been operating

alongside the SIR programs since 1966 (Atkinson, 1969, p. 61) . Israel

introduced an incometested supplementary benefit program in 1966 and

has repeatedly expanded its role relative to the flatrate SIR program.

The variations and changes in benefit structures can be understood

in large part as different approaches directed at achieving similar
goals. The primary goals are to replace a high share of preretirement

earnings and to eliminate poverty among the aged. Recent and proposed

changes in the U.S. offer a good examp1e of two alternative approaches.

Until recently, the U.S. has attempted to use the Old Age Insurance (OAI)
<'.

program as the primary instrument for attaining earnings replacement and

antipoverty goals . The basic idea was to reward higher earnings with *

higher absolute benefits but at the same time to pay much higher replace
ment rates (higher benefits relative to past covered earnings) to those

with low past earnings or few years of covered employment. The minimum

OAI benefit would serve as a floor under the income of nearly all aged
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who were eligible for any OAI benefits. Critics have opposed this

approach on two grounds, First, they argue that giving transfers to

those with low past covered earnings is an inefficient way of reaching

elderly with low current income because expenditures are "wasted" on

those aged who have low past earnings but moderate or high current

incomes. Second, they see the goal of replacing a high share of earnings

of average wage workers as more easily subverted by the heavy monetary

demand for transfers to low wage workers and to dependents of former

workers.

The new SSI program represents a move toward another approach, often

referred to as the twotier system. The top tier, or the SIR program,

would concentrate exclusively on the earningsreplacement goal by paying

all former workers an equal share of their past earnings. A separate

bottom tier, SSI in the U.S. case, would deal with the poverty problem

efficiently by channeling benefits only to low income aged. With SSI

and OAI operating in combination, the U.S. now has a twotier system but

one in which the top tier OAI program continues to pay higher replacement

rates to low than to high wage former workers.

Although many analysts now favor a twotier system which embodies

a strict separation of earnings replacement and antipoverty functions,

countries will probably continue using different approaches. One reason

is that countries place different emphases on various goals. For example,

some may adopt the twotier system because of its efficiency advantage

in distributing benefits to poor elderly while others decide against the

two tier approach because the bottom tier isolates the elderly poor in a

special program and subjects them to meanstests. A second reason,
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which has drawn little attention, is that countries differ in their

underlying income distributions between past earnings and current income.

For example, the two tier system's advantage in channeling benefits to

the poor efficiently may be small or nonexistent if the correlation
between past earnings and current income is high. In the high corre la

tion case, paying benefits to those with low earnings will almost always

help only those with low current income.

Some studies have explored the issue of how best to relate benefits

to past earnings and to current income, but important gaps in the lite
rature remain. There are no detailed analysis of the quantitative

effects of specific program components on various goals. Thus, it is
not clear whether the twotier system is more efficient in helping low

income aged than other alternatives and, if so, whether the efficiency
advantage is large or small. Without quantitative estimates, it is
difficult to compare the gains in one goal (like more help to the poor)

with possible losses in other goals (like subjecting more aged to a

stigmatizing means test) Perhaps the absence of quantitative estimates

is the reason why there is no analysis of alternative benefit formulas

in terms of all the major goals .

The purpose of this paper is to provide such an analysis. It is
general in the sense of considering many alternative formulas and the

major goals. It is detailed in that we estimate the quantitative effects *

of various program components and how they vary with differences in the

correlation between past earnings and current income. In the next

section, we specify the major goals and the measures of effectiveness
for each goal. Section III begins by describing the data and methodology
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used in calculating the various effects. We then analyze the results
first for the effects on poverty and inequality and second for the

effect on adequacy, equity, incentives, and stigma. After providing

an overview of the strengths and weaknesses of several alternative

formulas, we conclude by recommending a new formula which combines

elements of the prior alternatives.
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**. THE OBJECTIVES: CONCEPTS AND MEASURES

Specifying the objectives of income support programs is the first
task. The next task is to derive quantitative measures of success

)performance) for each objective. Although the meaning of some objec

tives is straightforward and commands wide agreement, others are subject

to a variety of interpretations. This creates difficulties in deciding

on appropriate measures. A thorough analysis of the concepts under

lying various objectives is beyond the scope of the paper. But, we do

need to clarify the rationale for the various measures we employ. Where

valid differences in perspective imply different concepts, we use more

than one measure.

A review of the literature on the theory and practice of income

support systems for the aged gives one a good idea of the major objec

tives. Among them are:

minimizing poverty and guaranteeing all aged an adequate minimum
income;

reducing overall income inequality among the aged;

achieving equity between and within generations;

assuring former workers on adequate retirement income;

minimizing disincentives to work and to save;

minimizing the stigma sometimes associated with the receipt of
benefits; and

minimizing budget costs.

This list is not exhaustive, nor are the goals entirely independent.

The meaning of each goal and the relationship between them will become
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clear as we proceed to derive measures of success.

A. Eliminating Poverty and Reducing Income Inequality

Eliminating poverty among the aged is the objective often accorded

the highest priority. Nearly everyone agrees that the community should

be responsible for assuring that all aged persons have a decent level 0£

food, clothing, shelter, and medical care. To measure the attainment of

the antipoverty goal, it is necessary to determine the poverty income

threshold and then to calculate (a) the percentage of people whose total
incomes (including government benefits) are below this poverty level as
well as (b) the poverty gap, which is the total amount of income neces

sary to raise all the poor to the poverty income level.
Sometimes, the objective of helping low income aged is expressed as

maximizing the income guarantee rather than eliminating poverty . While

the antipoverty measures put great stress on a particular poverty income

threshold, the minimum income measure does not involve the definition
of a specific poverty level. Instead, it implies that the minimum

income should be set as high as possible.
The minimum income measure is deficient in that it provides t00

little information on what happens to the many low income sged who have

income of their own, while the poverty measure requires the definition
of an arbitrary point. We therefore employ the bottom decile's share

of total income and its average income as additional measures of tne

position of low income aged.

Reducing income inequality is another common goal. Although this
goal goes beyond the problem of income deficiencies to the more
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controversial goal of narrowing income differences between middle and

upper income aged, a broad consensus appears to support lowering overall

inequality. This may be partly related to the much higher pretax, pre
benefit income inequality among the aged than among the nonaged. Fol

lowing the advice in Sen (1973) , we utilize a variety of inequality

measures, including the Gini coefficient, the Atkinson index, and the

coefficient of variation.

B. Assuring Adequate Retirement Income

Moderating the decline in living standards of the elderly is another

important goal. A comprehensive measure of this goal, which we refer to

as adequacy, is the ratio of an aged unit's income to its pre age 65

total income. Typically, analysts use narrower measures, primarily the

ratio of the aged unit's public and/ or private pension benefits to its
preretirement earnings. While the narrower measures are more easily
accessible and are appropriate for the many with no preretirement pro

perty income and no postretirement income other than pensions, the com

prehensive measure represents better the elderly's actual change in

living standards.

What is an adequate replacement rate for the elderly? As Schulz

)1974) points out, the rate that is adequate depends on whether one's

goal is to assure only a small drop or no drop in living standards, .

whether the postretirement living standard is compared to living stand

ards in the final years of work or those in the middle of the person1s

career, and whether one adjusts living standards of the aged upward to

reflect increased living standards of the current working population.
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Schulz estimates that, after taking account of reductions in the needs

of the aged for goods and services, for taxes, and for savings, replac

ing about 6065 per cent of the last year's earnings would allow the

elderly to maintain their living standards immediately prior to retire
ment . The overall replacement rate is a significant element in SIR

programs, but it is less important when comparing alternative formulas.

Any of the formulas could provide all aged with a 6065 per cent replace

ment rate if enough money is spent. If all formulas can provide the

same total benefits, is there any sense in which one formula achieves

more adequate earning srepacement than another?

One type of difference may occur because what is adequate may vary

with the level of past earnings. Henle, for example, estimates that an

80 per cent replacement rate is necessary to maintain living standards

at low income levels, while a 70 per cent rate is necessary at higher
income levels (Schulz, p. 57). More broadly, one could specify target

replacement rates appropriate for each level of past earnings. How

well each formula hits these targets would determine its relative success

in achieving adequacy. Although we do not specify any single set of

targets, we do examine the replacement rates of each level of past
4earnings according to some general criteria.

A second difference among formulas may result from differences in

the treatment of current pretransfer income of the aged. Schulz points

out that one can provide lower replacement rates from government sources,

if one allows income from private pensions and savings to perform some

of the earnings replacement function. If al1 workers or all workers

at the same past earnings level had the same level of outside income,
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then adjusting the benefits at each earnings level could maintain the

overall adequacy of the system. However, since incomes vary even within

groups with the same past earnings, a given alteration in the benefits

may leave some with inadequate total replacement rates and others well

above them. To reflect more fully the effect of outside income on over

all adequacy, it would be necessary to apply a benefit reduction rate
)hereafter a tax rate) to all sources of current income. Thus, we see

that even formulas with the same total benefits may vary in adequacy.

We judge adequacy in several ways. First, we look at the minimum total
replacement rates, which are the benefitearnings ratios for those with

no outside income. Second, we take into account the fact that the

elderly have outside income which may reduce benefits. In this context,

the narrow and comprehensive definitions of adequacy are relevant. We *

analyze the average and variance in replacement rates at each earnings

level for the various replacement concepts.

C. Achieving Equity

Equity concepts in income support programs for the aged are complex

and controversial. What is equitable depends on how benefits are

financed and on whether one interprets social insurance retirement (SIR)

programs as either taxtransfer or debt insurance programs.

In their muchquoted book on social security, Pechman, Aaron, and *

Taussig (PAT, pp. 3334) refer approvingly to Myers' definition of

individual equity, as the case in which benefits equal the actuarial value

of contributions. In other words, benefits are equitable if they equal

the sum of all contributions plus accumulated interest. The case for
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this equity concept would be clear if a cohort's SIR benefits were finan

ced by a fund which puts aside each cohort1s contributions and accumulat

ed interest until it reached retirement age.

The equity issue becomes highly controversial in the context of SIR

programs financed on a payasyougo basis. PAT argue that the indivi

dual equity goal of paying benefits at least equal to contributions plus

interest is no longer appropriate. Payroll taxes should be treated like
any other taxes and benefits should be allocated according to the normal

principles of transfer programs. PAT advocate as valid transfer program

goals, the moderation of declines in living standards of families at all
income levels and the elimination of poverty among the aged. To achieve

the former goal, they propose paying all retired workers an equal propor

tion of their past earnings, in equal benefit replacement rates. To

eliminate poverty, they would allow all aged to choose to receive a

minimum benefit instead of the benefit based on past earnings. Those

choosing the minimum benefit would be subject to a 50 per cent tax (or

benefit reduction) on all income sources. Although PAT do not view

equal benefit replacement rates (above the minimum benefit) as providing

an equitable return on contributions, they do feel it is fair that those

with higher past earnings receive higher benefits.
One might expect that those who (like PAT) regard SIR porgrams as

taxtransfer programs would favor equality in total replacement rates
)benefits plus other income, all divided by past income) instead of

equity in benefit replacement rates. If the goal is to moderate the

decline in living standards by similar amounts, why should the government

pay equal benefits to those whose living standards drop by unequal
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amounts? One instrument for limiting the variation in total replacement

rates is a tax, or benefit reduction, based on current income. Although

PAT favor taxing SIR benefits under the personal income tax, they oppose

any special incomerelated benefit reductions for retired workers. Their

primary justification seems to be a desire to avoid stigma effects and

the accompanying loss of public support that come with income testing.
Another frequent justification is that benefits replace only lost earn

ings; the unearned income of the elderly should be subject to benefit

reductions if it is to replace retirement unearned income. Still a

further rationale for avoiding special income tests is that those with

similar past earnings had similar capacities to save and have similar

capacities to earn after retirement. Penalizing only those who did save

and who now work and have added current income treats those with equal

opportunities unequally.

To some authors, the traditional concept of individual equity con

tinues to be appropriate even for SIR payasyougo programs. Browning

)1973), for example, interprets the worker's SIR payroll taxes as govern

ment debt, which the government implicitly promises to redeem when the

worker reaches age 65 by issuing more debt (taxing current workers)

which, in turn, will be redeemed when this next generation of workers ,

reaches 65. Browning's concept of equity is that each worker receive

the value of his debt holdings plus accumulated interest.
But, what is the appropriate interest rate for this purpose?

Browning points out that paying the market interest rate may be imprac

tical if the interest rate (i) exceeds the growth rate (r) (of SIR

revenues, or the sum of labor force plus real wage growth rates) . A
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payasyougo system with a constant tax rate generates sufficient
revenues to provide all workers the rate of return r on all their
contributions. If i continually exceeds r, the only way to finance

the return i is to increase the payroll tax rate continually. This is

one of the reasons why Browning favors paying each worker his contribu

tions plus accumulated interest at the rate r .

Elsewhere (Habib and Lerman , 1976) , we argue that paying all wor

kers at the rate r is equitable only when r is less than or equal to

i. In this case, it is inequitable to finance added benefits to low

wage workers by forcing middle and high wage retired workers to accept a

gap (or a wider gap) between their actual return and the return they

could have received from private savings. However, we support a dif
ferent intragenerational equity principle when r exceeds i. Here,

the payasyougo system generates more than necessary to pay everyone

the rate i. While it is possible to pay everyone the rate r and

satisfy the principle that all workers receive a fair return on their
contributions, such an arrangement would provide highwage former workers

with larger excess payments (above the rate i) than low wage former

workers. We see no valid justification for this approach. Contributions

by high wage workers had no more to do with the surplus revenues of the

SIR program (above what is necessary to pay everyone the rate i) than

the contributions of low wage workers. One equitable solution would be

to pay all former workers an equal share of the surplus revenues.

Thus, it is interesting that an approach based on strict equity prin

ciples may result in paying a higher rate of return to low wage than to

high wage former workers.
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What measures of equity follow from applying these concepts? One

candidate is the coefficient of variation in benefit replacement rates.
Equality or no variation in benefit replacement rates is closely related
to different views of equity or fairness. PAT favor paying equal replace

J ment rates above some minimum benefit level. Equal replacement rates

may also imply equal rates of return, which is the equity criterion for

a funded SIR program or for an SIR program viewed as debt insurance when

i equals or exceeds r. The equal replacement rate and equal return

criteria yield similar results when workers have similar earnings pro

files but not when profiles differ. The equal return criterion rewards

early earnings most, since they yield interest over a longer period than

earnings immediately preceding retirement. In contrast, the equal

replacement rate approach rewards earnings near retirement at least as

much and often more than earnings early in a worker's career. In the

empirical analysis, we employ only one measure of past earnings, and

therefore, we cannot distinguish between these two criteria. Instead,
we interpret our results in terms of either approach.

Although variation in replacement rates is a good starting point
for comparing equity in different systems, it does not encompass all
aspects of equity. As we noted above, equity in a payasyougo SIR y

system will demand paying higher rates of return to low wage than to high

wage workers if r exceeds i. Thus, variation in replacement rates
due to higher returns at the bottom will be an indication of equitv

rather than of inequity. Another divergence from equal replacement

rates that is equitable is the payment of minimum benefits to those with

no other income. Such payments are clearly equitable to those viewing

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^"^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^י 1
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SIR programs as taxtransfer programs. Those who see SIR programs in a

debt insurance framework would also find minimum payments equitable as

long as they are financed from sources other than those used to pay

workers an adequate rate of return on past contributions. Because of

the difficulties in interpreting variation across past earnings groups,

we look separately at variation in replacement rates within earnings.

Those whose goal is to moderate the decline in living standards

equitably would also examine variance in replacement rates within past

earnings groups. As we pointed out, some would focus on the narrow

concept of benefit replacement rates, while others would emphasize the

broader concept of total replacement rates.

D. Minimizing Disincentives to Work and to Save

Income support programs interfere with work and savings incentives
in many ways. The aged may work less in the presence of income support

programs because the benefits allow them to retire and because retire
ment tests lower the return to work by reducing benefits as earnings rise.
The work reductions associated with the availability of benefits may not

arouse concern. After all, the basic purpose of special income support

programs is to provide a source of income during retirement. Particular
ly if the benefits are a return on past savings, it should be expected

that aged persons use their savings to finance work reductions. In

contrast, retirement tests or special taxes on earnings can induce work

reductions by lowering the return to work and can thereby lower the

welfare of the aged ard the efficiency of the economy.

One should not underestimate the potential significance of work
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disincentive effects, merely because the aged have low labor force parti
cipation rates. In the U.S., only about 14 per cent of persons over 65

participated in the labor force in March 1974. However, among the young

old units (age 6572) , who are the only aged whose benefit are subject

to retirement tests, half of all units had work income in 1971. Over

60 per cent of all married couples aged 6572 had at least one person
Q

working and 17 per cent had two.

The ideal way to measure the costs imposed by special taxes on

earnings is to estimate their impact on the work behavior of the aged

and on the lost output associated with work reductions. Making such

estimates is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we use the average

marginal tax rate and the marginal tax rates applying to specific income

ranges as measures of undesirable disincentives. In our analysis, we

do not separate the different current income sources of the aged and

thus, the tax rates that appear in some benefit formulas apply to all
income sources rather than to earnings alone. Therefore, we may inter
pret the tax rates as measuring disincentives to save as well as disin
centives to work.

Benefit formulas may influence the incentive to work among the non

aged as well. If the benefit formula counts all past earnings in deter
mining benefits and pays a reasonable return on all past earnings (or

contributions), then the worker's payroll taxes do not reduce his income

but are simply compulsory savings, which should not affect work behavior.

Alternatively, the benefit formula may provide only a very low marginal

return on added earnings or may reduce benefits by penalizing current
income. In these cases, the payroll taxes become less like savings and
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more like taxes. As with other taxes, the impact on work behavior will

depend on the size of the income and substitution effects.
To summarize, high benefit reductions on the aged's current income

lowers the return to work by the aged and to work and savings by prime

a2e workers. In addition, the return to work of prime age workers is
also lower, the lower are the added benefits that result from added

12earnings .

E. Minimizing Stigma Elements

Nearly everyone prefers to derive income from his own efforts
instead of relying on public or private charity. Weisbrod (1970) has

made a useful distinction between two manifestations of this preference.
In many programs, benefits are paid on redistributive principles and are

not directly linked to the recipient's efforts. Beneficiaries of these
programs face internal stigma if they view their benefits as charity

even if no one else knows who the recipients are. The internal stigma

will be more pronounced the more extensive and obvious the program's

redistributive features are. External stigma comes about when indivi
duals who receive transfer benefits have to declare their poverty and

need for charity to others.

One would not expect internal stigma to arise in every support

program for the aged in which benefits are not strictly "earned." A1._

though the best understood measure of earned benefits is each indivi
dual's past contributions plus his accumulated interest, even this
measure becomes cloud/ in payasyougo SIR systems. As we noted above,

it may be equitable for all elderly to receive more than the normal
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private return on contributions or for low wage workers to receive a

higher rate of return than high wage workers. Whether equitable or not,

differences among workers in rates of return are unlikely to arouse

internal stigma unless they narrow benefits greatly.

Internal and external stigma may arise from making benefits condi

tional on the individual's current income or current wealth. Reducing

benefits of those with moderate or high incomes can increase internal
stigma by eroding the principle of paying people on the basis of earned

benefits. The higher the benefit reduction rate, the more clearly the

benefits are related to current need. Income tests are another source

of external stigma. The external stigma problem becomes more pronounced

if the low income aged are isolated in a special program, since being a

participant in the program identifies the individual as poor and in need

of special benefits. The experience in several countries of many

eligibles not applying for benefits attests to the potential significance
of such stigma effects. In fact, the rate at which eligibles actually

take up benefits (the takeup rate) might be one good measure of stigma

effects. But we have no such measures in the analysis of hypothetical

formulas. Instead, we consider the share of program participants who

are poor. As Weisbrod notes, the lower the percentage of beneficiaries
who are poor, the less one is identified as poor by applying for bene

fits. The magnitude of the benefit reduction rate facing low and lower

middle income aged is another measure which we use to reflect stigma.

F. The Cost Constraint

All government programs are subject to cost constraints. The
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resources the government can channel to the aged depend on the willing
ness of taxpayers to finance the payments. As with other income trans
fer programs, cost constraints limit the government's ability to guaran

tee the aged high minimum incomes while preserving their work and savings

incentives. In general, this suggests that the valid way to evaluate

alternative policies is to consider which policy maximizes other goals

at each level of expenditure. But using this approach assumes that the

level of revenues available is independent of the policy chosen. Even

if such an assumption holds with respect to most transfer programs, it
is dubious in the case of income support programs for the aged.

The issue again turns on whether SIR programs are viewed as debt

insurance or tax trans fer programs. If taxpayers see no link between

payroll taxes and future benefits, they will tend to view payroll taxes

as no different from other taxes. In this context, it would be appro

priate to determine the level and composition of expenditures on the

aged independently of the level of taxes. The optimal policy will be

one which best achieves the various goals at a given level of expend i

ture. On the other hand, operating the SIR program as a debt insurance

program leads to a different concept of costs and a different approach

A to evaluating alternative policies. If taxpayers know they will receive
at age 65 the value of their payroll taxes plus accumulated interest,
they will certainly consider payroll taxes unlike other taxes. Since

prime age workers desire to save something for retirement, payroll taxes

over some ranges will be simply a convenient way to save and need not

reduce their willingness to pay other taxes. Within these ranges, the

budget cost constraint will apply only to pure transfer benefits. Still,
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there are some constraints on the size of debt insurance SIR programs.

For most workers, the borrowing rate is much higher than the return they

receive from their compulsory savings under the SIR program. As the

level of SIR contributions rises and increases the gap between actual

and desired savings, workers' losses grow and added SIR contributions J

become increasingly like taxes. Thus, raising the SIR contribution rate

will reduce the government's capacity to increase other taxes.

In this paper, all comparisons are between formulas with equal

budget costs. We assume that the government has a given level of reven

ues to devote to income maintenance for the aged and must decide how to

allocate benefits among the aged. The equal cost approach is appropriate

if the comparisons involve only those formulas whose contributions are

perceived as compulsory savings or only those formulas whose contribu

tions are perceived as taxes. In this paper, some comparisons are be

tween formulas which differ in the way their revenues are perceived.

The equal cost assumption may not be appropriate for these cases.

i
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III. A QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVE BENEFIT FORMULAS

This section analyzes quantitatively a major question in benefit
policy how should benefits for the elderly depend on their past

earnings and on their current incomes? As noted above, this aspect of

policy has important consequences for all the goals discussed in the

previous section. A wide range of choices exists. One can make benefit
levels progressive with respect to past earnings or current income; one

can apply tax (or benefit reduction) rates to various sources of current

income or to a component of benefits; and one can vary these general

techniques by altering the size of parameters.

We examine how well alternative formulas perform using a simulation

analysis. To do the simulation requires data on each elderly person's

past earnings and current income. Such data has not been generally

available. In fact, we are not aware of any analysis that has been

based on this joint distribution. We overcome this obstacle by using the

bivariate lognormal distribution to generate a hypothetical joint dis
tribution. The averages and variances are taken from the actual distri
butions of current nontransfer income of the elderly and of earnings of

* 3564 yearold male workers. By assuming two alternative values (0, . 8)

for the correlation between past and current income, we generate two

alternative joint distributions. The joint distributions generated in

this way tend to underestimate the true number of families with low

incomes. We correct for this bias by replacing the generated current

income distribution with the actual one while maintaining the initial
averages, variances and correlation. The final data sets are therefore
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amended versions of the bivariate lognormal distribution.
In order to simplify the analysis, particularly the problem of

generating hypothetical joint distributions, we do not examine several

elements of benefit policy. These include: dependents' allowances,

adjustments for inflation, alternative definitions of past earnings,

special provisions for integrating public and private pensions, and dis
tinguishing between different sources of nontransfer income of the

elderly. We assume that all elderly units are the same size (1.4 persons),

contain at most one former worker, and receive no dependents' allowances.

These assumptions limit the analysis of distributional effect to inequa

lity across units of the same size and composition. We combine income

from private pensions, income from work, and income from savings or

property, into one nontransfer income variable and therefore do not

evaluate benefit formulas that treat different nontransfer income sources

differently.

The elderly individual's past earnings are defined in relative wage

terms, and earnings related benefits are specified in terms of current

wage levels. Each aged unit is assigned a wage level defined as a per

cent of average wages in a base year; it is assumed that this level equals

his lifetime average relative wage. Secondly, it is assumed that bene ,

fit levels are fully adjusted for increases in average wages in the post

retirement years. A person with a relative wage of .5 that receives an

initial benefit that is 60 per cent of his former wage will be guaran

teed a relative income equal to 30 per cent of the current average wage.

In the next part of this section, we specify the basic benefit

formulas, derive an illustrative mathematical result, and explain the
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estimation procedure. The final part analyzes the results. We conclude

by deriving a benefit formula that we think represents a sensible policy

for achieving all the major goals.

A. Methodology

1. The Benefit Formulas

This section specifies five ideal type benefit formulas that differ
in the way benefits depend on past earnings and on current pretransfer
income . For our purposes , top tier systems are those in which eligibility
and/or benefits depend primarily on the individual1s past earnings. In

bottom tier systems, benefits vary inversely with the aged person1s

current income and are independent of his work history. Two tier
systems combine top and bottom tiers. The five formulas specified here

are: (I) a top tier with a proportional earnings  repl acement schedule,

)II) a top tier with a progressive earnings replacement schedule,

)III) a top tier with a proportional earnings replacement schedule and

a tax on current nontransfer income, (IV) a bottom tier, and (V) a two

tier system.

The general formula for a single tier system is:

M Bj = Ao + Alj WJ  A2j f > where

B. = benefits to individual j,

A = the income guarantee,

A . = the earnings replacement rate for individual j.

kj. the average rate of benefit reduction (tax) facing

individual j.
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Y. = current pretransfer income of individual j, and

_ W.T^ _*
W.  t1 W^(W ) = concept of past (relative) earnings,

T where

Wt = earnings of individual j in year t,
tf = average earnings of all workers in yeart ,

W = current average earnings of all workers, and

T = number of years in work history relevant to the

benefit formula.

Thus, we have:

I. Top tier with proportional earnings replacement schedule; no taxes

A = k, a constant, 0<k<l for all j, A = 0, and

A2. = 0 for allj .

II. Top tier with progressive earnings replacement schedule; no taxes

A = a^^W , where a.^0,l<a <0, A = 0, and A = 0

for all j .

HI. Top tier with proportional earnings replacement schedule; taxes

on current income. With taxes applied to current income, we must amend

)i) to eliminate possible negative benefits. Thus, we use
j■

)ia) B. = max

3

r b9
AQ = 0, A^ = k for all j, and A^ = ^ [(Y.C) .ך If b2 = 0, the tax
is proportional.
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Otherwise, we restrict b" to 0<b2<l, which yields a progressive tax.

IV, Bottom Tier Only

Using (la) , we have A = G,A.. . = 0 for all j , and A_ . = bj V? ,

where0<b <1.

V.
Two Tier Systems

Separating the two tiers for illustrative purposes, we have a top

tier formula:
/" * c)A.. W.Ao. YT

)ii) BT.  *"YIJ J ^ <
נ [0

where BT. = top tier benefits to individual j, and a bottom tier
formula:

\AA_.YCA,. BT.
)iii) BB. = maxJ 0^ ^4■> J

where BB. = bottom tier benefits to individual j, and

A_ . = bottom tier tax rate on pretransfer income of individual;

A.. = the tax rate on top tier benefits under the bottom tier.4נ

The two tier system is simply combined benefits, or

)iv) B. = BB. + BT. .

.7 נ נ

2. A Mathematical Illustration

Deriving results mathematically has the advantage of yielding

general conclusions. But the mathematical approach is limited for our

purposes because it does not provide quantitative estimates of tradeoffs
and because its results are often ambiguous or difficult to interpret.
Nevertheless, a mathematical illustration helps point the direction of
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the forthcoming analysis and helps bring out some basic points not

generally emphasized in the literature.

The illustration deals with the distributional implications of a

pure earnings replacement formula. Some analysts have argued that the

top tier should serve only the earnings replacement objective and should

not include special minimum benefits to help low income aged. Others

oppose equal percentage increases in top tier benefits on the grounds that

they do too little for low income elderly. Neither group has looked

carefully at the distributional impact of proportional earnings

replacement formulas. This section looks at such questions as: what is

the effect of a proportional top tier on income inequality? how does the

effect on inequality depend on characteristics of the underlying distri
but ions?

Let the proportional top tier formula be:

)v) B. = kW* ,

The expression for total income, Y., is

)vi) Y. = kwt + Yc .

נ 2 3

We are interested in the inequality of pretransfer income, Yc, relative
to the inequality of posttransfer income, Y. To measure inequality, we

use the coefficients of variation, C" and CyC. The difference between

C and C^c may be expressed as:

)vii) Cyc  Cy = Dif  CyC  {[aCw* + (1a )CYc]2

■2a(la)Cw*CYc(lp)}1/2,

c kW*
where p is the correlation between W and Y and where a = .* c ,

KJV + J
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or the share of benefits in total income. We now consider when

Dif > 0. Rewriting (vii) and squaring both sides, we have

)viii) C2c £ IaCw* + (l0QCYc]2  2a(l00Cw*CYc(lp), and

)ix) 0 > a (C2* + C2c}  2aCYc + 2a(la)pC * C"c
^ W I I W I

It follows that Dif > 0 according to whether

Cx) 2 C2ca (C2* + CyO

2(100 ^c Cw*

It may be shown that the left hand side is greater than 1 as long

as a < 2CYC ,

CYcCw*

This condition always holds if, as is generally true, C..c > C . .
Y W* .

Since p must be less than 1, we conclude that Dif > 0.

Differentiating Dif, the size of the reduction in inequality, with res
pect to p and C *, we have,

Cxi) illkfL. < 0, and
3P

, . ..3 (Dif) . n)xn)   < 0

w*

Thus, the proportional earnings replacement formula generally
4

reduces income inequality among the aged. The size of the reduction
* cdepends on the inequality of W relative to the inequality of Y and on

the correlation between W and Y . The explanation is straightforward.

Since benefits are a constant proportion of W , inequality in benefits
*

)B) will equal inequality in W and will, in general, be less than

inequality in YC. Adding B to YC should make the total (Y) less
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unequal than the original component, Yc. It is interesting that this is
true even if there is a perfect positive correlation between W andY .

The reason is that, although elderly with high pretransfer incomes have

high past earnings and therefore, receive high absolute benefits, their
relative gain is less than the relative gain to low income aged. It is
natural that the decline in inequality is larger the lower is the

* ccorrelation between W and Y . A lower correlation means more low income

aged receiving high absolute benefits and more high income aged receiving

low absolute benefits.

3. The Simulation Approach and The Data

The purpose of the simulations is to calculate the effects of
alternative benefit formulas on two hypothetical populations of elderly.

Although the simulations do not provide results on any actual population,

they have the advantage of indicating how the performance of alternative
formulas depends on the parameters of underlying distributions.

We explained above that we use an adjusted version of the joint
log normal distribution to generate the two hypothetical populations.
The data are approximations of recent actual figures observed in the U.S.

and Israel. Thus, our estimates may be interpreted as applicable to

the underlying situation existing in both countries. It is coincidental

that the mean size of aged units, the ratio of the average pretransfer
income of the elderly to the average earnings of male prime age earners,

and the ratio of the average elderly unit's transfer benefits to its
pretransfer income are approximately the same in both countries. The

degree of inequality in pretransfer income of the elderly also appears

similar although the inequality in current earnings of primeage male
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workers is probably somewhat higher in the U.S. than in Israel.

Since only the ratios are relevant to our analysis, the absolute

magnitudes may be put in terms of any monetary unit. In our units, the
* c

means of W and Y are 815 and 399. These are close to the actual means

in Israel in 1969 (using 1969 Israeli pounds) and in the U.S. in 1974
* c)using 1974 U.S. dollars). The variances in W and Y are calculated

from 1969 Israeli data. A summary of the important values of the
hypothetical populations appears in Table 1.

To perform the simulations, we first specify the form of the

benefit formul a and some of its parameters. We then simultaneously

compute the benefits paid to each elderly unit and determine the unknown

parameters in a way that satisfies the cost constraint. All formulas

have the same cost per aged unit, 265 (±4) or almost onethird of the

average wage. This figure is, in relative terms, a reasonable approxima

tion of the amount of cash income support per aged unit paid in the

U.S. and in Israel in 1974.

B. The Results

This section reports the simulation results and assesses the overal1

effectiveness of alternative benefit formulas. The first part discusses

the impact of each formul a on poverty and income inequality. The second

part examines how well each formula performs in terms of the equity,
adequacy, incentives, and stigma goals. In the third part, we consider

all the major goals in combination. After analyzing the tradeoffs among

goals that result from moving from one formula to another, we derive a

new formula which is designed to achive a sensible compromise among goals .



Table 1. Selected Data on Two Hypothetical Elderly Populations

' Q *
CurrentNontransfer Income (Y ) Past Relative Earnings (W )

Population I Population II Population I Population II
R = 0 R = .8R= 0 R = .8

Mean 399.5 399.5 813 828

Gini Coefficient .60 .60 .34 .36

Atkinson Value (e  1.2( .69 .69 .22 .25

Coefficient of Variation 1.27 1.27 .70 .70 ,

Income (Earnings) Share of Bottom Decile .325 .325 2.7 2.4 o
Income (Earnings) Share of Top Decile 40.6 40.6 25.9 25.2

Average Income (Earnings) of Bottom Decile 13 13 222 200

Percentage Poor/ 49.8 49.8

The poverty line is defined as 25 per cent of the average earnings,



1י _

1. Effects on Poverty and Income In equal ity
This part reports several measures of the distributional impact of

alternative formulas on the two hypothetical populations. We cover four

sets of formulas in turn: proportional top tier, progressive t0P tier,
bottom tier only, and twotier. In addition to discussing the effects of

applying different formulas to the same population, we examine how the

advantages of one formul a over another vary with the correlation between

the elderly 's past earnings and current income.

The proportional top tier is an attractive approach from the stand

point of equity, work incentives, and stigma. It is generally seen as

having limited value for reducing povery and income inequality. However,

the mathematical illustration presented above showed that the proportional

top tier will reduce inequality if the inequality of past earnings '2s

less than the inequality of current income . Since in our sample the

inequality of W* is much lower than Yc (the coefficients of variation

)CV's) are .70 and 1.27, respectively), we expected to observe a reduc

tion in inequality, a reduction which is larger the lower is R. In

Table 2, we report the quantitative dimensions of this impact on tne

two hypothetical populations. The results bear out our expectations.

The difference in effects between the two populations is particularly
*

striking. In the case in which there is a zero correlation between w

and Yc , the proportional top tier causes large declines in the cv (from

1.27 to .81) , in the Gini (from .59 to .40) , and in the poverty popula

tion (from 50 to 13 per cent) . Clear but much less significant reduc

tions in poverty and income inequality also occur when the correlation
between W and Yc (R) equals .8. In spite of the substantial redistri



Table 2. Effects of Proportional and Progressive Top Tier Formulas on Income Inequality

Coeffi Gini Atkinson Income Average Percen Income Share of
cient Coeffi e=1.2 e=2.0 Share Income tage Share Benefits
of cient of of Poor of to

Varia Bottom Bottom Top Pretrans
tion Decile Decile Decile fer Poor

Income BeforeBenefits :

(Yc) 1.27 .60 .68 .86 .33 13 50 416
1

Income After Benefits: £J

R= 0 1

Proportional Top Tier
a =. 32W*0 (1) .81 .40 .30 .44 2.0 134 13.3 29.1 49.7

Progressive Top Tier
Aj = 15. 3W*56 )2( .77 .37 .23 .33 3.2 215 3.3 28.4 44.7

A = 1OOW*85 )3( .77 .36 .22 .31 3.9 260 .06 28.4 49.7

R = .8

Proportional Top Tier
A = . 32W*0 (1) 1.00 .49 .45 .62 1.2 81 30 33■5 25.7

Progressive. Top Tier
A =15. 3W*.56 )2(

A = 100W*85 )3( .80 .38 .25 .35 3.5 235 .06 29.0 45.7
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butive effects, the remaining degree of poverty and inequality will

generally be unacceptable. Note that when R equals .8, 30 per cent of

families are poor and the average posttransfer income of the bottom

decile is only 40 per cent of the poverty income threshold.

Moving to a progressive earnings replacement formula is one way to

lower poverty and inequality still further. The extent of the reductions

achieved by applying two progressive formulas appear in Table 2. It is

clear that the gains from progress ivity in earnings repl acement are higher

with the higher R. The reason is that past earnings are a better proxy

for current income, the higher is R. The leakage of benefits away from

low income elderly will be relatively smaller since the higher R will
imply fewer cases in which aged with low past earnings have moderate or

high current income. While increasing the progressivity of the earnings

replacement schedule raises the pretransfer poor's benefit share from 26

to 46 per cent when R equals .8, no change in the benefit share occurs

when R equals 0.

A second way to introduce progressivity into a top tier system is
to subject benefits to a tax on current income. Table 3 illustrates
the impact of using a proportional and a progressive tax along with a

proportional earningsreplacement schedule. Overall inequality declines
considerably in both populations. In fact, as measured by the coefficient

of variation, the reduction in inequality is greater than the reductions

observed using the progressive earningsreplacement schedule. However,

while the tax exerts its primary effect by lowering the income shares of

the top deciles, the progressive benefit schedule does much more to raise

the incomes at the bottom. The Atkinson indices illustrate this



Table 3. Effects of Top Tier Taxes on Income Inequality

Coeffi Gini Atkinson Income Average Pere en Income Share of
cient Coeffi e=l.2 e=2.0 Share of Income tage Share of Benefits
of cient Bottom of Poor Top to

Varia Decile Bottom Decile Pretrans
tion Decile fer Poor

R = 0

Proportional
Earnings
Replacement, 1

Proportional cm

Tax: (4) ^
A = .47, kf ,4 .72 .36 .24 .37 2.5 166 8.0 26.7 67.2

Proportional
Earnings
Replacement,
Progressive
Tax: (5)

Aj= .47,
A= ( .001Yc1■95
J if Y<1000 .69 .34 .22 .34 2.6 175 6.3 25.9 68.2
1.7 if Y>1000

Cont'd./
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Table 3. Cont'd.

Coeffi Gini Atkinson Income Average Pere en Income Share of
cient Coeff e=l .2 e=2,0 Share of Income tage Share of Benefits
of cient Bottom of Poor Top to

Varia Decile Bottom Decile Pretrans
tion Decile fer Poor

R = .8

Proportional
Earnings 
Replacement, 1

Proportional £
Tax: (4) ,

A = .51, A2= .4 .86 .44 .35 .51 1.7 114 22.0 29.8 36.1

Proportional
Earnings 
Replacement,
Progressive
Tax; (5)

A = .54,
I 1 qc

A = ( .001Y\ if Y<1000 .76 .40 .30 .46 1.9 126 17,6 26.6 43.5
)^.7 if Y>1000
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difference. According to the index which gives the higher weight to

improvements at the bottom (e = 2.0], the progressive benefit schedules

are far more effective than the taxes. The advantage declines if one

uses the index giving less weight to gains at the bottom (e = 1.2}.

Correspondingly, the average income of the bottom decile is much higher

and the poverty population much lower under the progressive benefit

schedule than under the progressive tax approach. Another interesting
difference is the relatively better performance of the tax approach when

R equals 0 than when R equals .8. To a large extent, this simply

reflects the point cited above concerning the greater advantage of the

progressive benefit schedule when R equals .8.

The bottom tier approach focuses on the antipoverty and income

equality goals. The bottom tier, which is equivalent to a negative

income tax, determines benefits entirely on the basis of current income.

Thus, one would expect the bottom tier to extert the largest impact on

poverty and income inequality. The results in Table 4 confirm this
expectation. It is worth noting that even the bottom tier with

the lowest tax rate (.25) on current income does much more than other

approaches to raise incomes at the bottom and to lower overall income

inequality. In the low tax rate case, all aged units are guaranteed

356 per month, which is 43 per cent of the average wage. The

average income of the bottom decile jumps to 366, over 100 higher .

than the level achieved with very high top tier progressivity. All

the indices of inequality are much lower with the bottom tier than

with any other alternative. Relative to the distribution of benefits

resulting from top tier progressivity, one finds that the
benefit shares under a low tax rate bottom tier are



Table 4. Effects of Bottom Tier Alone on Income Inequality

R = 0, R = .8 Coeffi Gini Atkinson Income Average Percen Income Share of
cient Coeffie= 1 .2 Share of Income tage Share of Benefits

Bottom Tier of cient Bottom of Poor Top to
Benefit Formulas: Varia Decile Bottom Decile Pretrans
Guarantee Tax Rate tion Decile fer Poor

A = 356 A2* .25 (6) .62 .28 .14 5.5 366 0 24.8 64

Aq= 426 A2= .50 (7) .57 .23 .11 6.5 433 0 24.2 74

A = 474A  .75 )8( .56 .21 .10 7.2 477 0 24.3 79.1 1

o I ■ oj

1
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higher through the bottom six deciles,  about the same in the seventh,

and lower in the top three.

Although still further reductions in inequality can be generated

by raising the bottom tier tax rate, this strategy is subject to dimi

nishing returns. Moving from a highly progressive top tier to the low

tax rate bottom tier increases the average income of the bottom decile

from 235260 to 366, lowers one Atkinson index (e = 1.2) from.22. 25
to .14, and lowers the top decile's income share from 29 to 25 per cent.

Raising the bottom tier tax rate from .25 to .50 and from .50 to .75

produces far less significant gains for the elderly poor and smaller

reductions in overall inequality.

The idea behind the two tier system is to use a bottom tier to

lower poverty and income inequality while maintaining the top tier for

earnings repl acement and other goals, It is often claimed that the two

tier approach is more efficient at aiding low income elderly than is the

progressive top tier. The results in Table 5 permit a careful assess
ment of this claim.

The first two examples of twotier systems (equations 9 and 10)

combine a proportional top tier with alternative bottom tiers, one which

imposes a high tax rate on top tier benefits and current income and the

other which imposes a low tax rate. These two tier systems reduce poverty

and income inequality substantially. But their performance relative to

the progressive top tier depends on which inequality measures, para

meters, and population are considered. Comparing the highly progressive

top tier (equation 3] with the low tax rate two tier shows clearly
that the twotier system is not always more efficient at helping the
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poor. The twotier systems do better for the bottom decile when one

compares the low tax rate formul a with the less progressive top tier
and the high tax rate formula with the more progressive top tier. How

ever, for the poor as a whole, the progressive top tier does as much or

more when R equals .8.

The results demonstrate that the level of R influences the relative

effects of the two approaches. Twotier systems are relatively more

efficient when R equals 0, but the advantage diminishes or is wiped out

completely when R equals .8. Note, for example, that the highly

progressive top tier channels a higher share of benefits to the poor

than the high tax rate twotier when R equals .8, but a smaller share

when R equals 0. As noted above, top tier progressivity is clearly more

efficient when the aged with low past earnings are usually the aged with

low current incomes. This is also true of the efficiency of adding a

bottom tier. Here too a low correlation between earnings and current

incomes means greater leaks to the nonpoor. But the effects of R are

not as great for the twotier as for the progressive top tier (perhaps

as a result of the tax on top tier benefits) so that the relative
advantage of the two tier system declines as R rises.

In the second two examples of two tier formulas (equations 11 and

12), the bottom tier operates alongside a progressive top tier. The use

of a progressive instead of proportional top tier generally raises the

twotier system's impact on poverty and inequal ity . Note that the rise
is much sharper than R equals .8 than when R equals 0. One interesting
result concerning these formulas is that raising the bottom tier tax

rate and income guarantee actually increases overall income inequality



Table 5. Effects of Two Tier Systems on Income Inequality

Benefit Formula Coeffi Gini Atkinson Income Average Percen Income Share of
a/ cient י " ~ " Share Income tage Share Benefits

and Population of e=12 E=20 Bottom Bottom Poor Top to
Varia Decile Decile Decile Pretransfer
tion Poor

Proportional
Top Tier

R = 0: ,

Two Tier, (9) o
.77 .37 .23 .32 3.6 237 0.5 28.5 55 1

Low Tax Rate

Two Tier, (10)
.76 .36 .22 .30 4,3 295 0 28.3 55

High Tax Rate

R = .8:

Two Tier, (9)
.91 .43 .30 .42 3.1 205 3.6 31.8 38

Low Tax Rate

Two Tier, (10)
.90 .42 .30 .40 3.6 240 0 31.8 39

High Tax Rate

* * < ■



Benefit Formula Coeffi Gini Atkinson Income Average Percen Income Share of
. ~ a/ cient , . ,. ~ Share Income tage Share Benefitsand Population _ e=l .2 e=2.0 _ _ n 6 ",

* of Bottom Bottom Poor Top to
Varia Decile Decile Decile Pretransfer
tion Poor

Progressive Top Tier

R = 0:

Two Tier, (11)
.75 .35 .20 .29 3.9 260 0 28.4 53 1

Low Tax Rate £
Two Tier, (12)

.77 .36 .22 .31 3.5 235 0 29.0 51
High Tax Rate

R = .8:

Two Tier, (11)
.82 .38 .25 .34 4.0 283 0 28.0 46

Low Tax Rate

Two Tier, (12)
.83 .39 .26 .36 4.2 267 0 29.6 43

High Tax Rate

Cont'd./



Table 5. Cont'd.

Benefit Formula Coeffi Gini Atkinson Income Average Percen Income Share of
a/ cient ל_ Share Income tage Share Benefits

and Population of zlU  Bottom Bottom Poor Top to
varia Decile Decile Decile Pretransfer
tion Poot

Progressive Top
Tier Only

R = 0: ,

p*

Low Progres tNj

sivity (2) .77 .37 .23 .33 3.2 215 3.3 28.4 50

High Progres
sivity (3) .77 .36 .22 .31 3.9 260 0 28.4 50

R = .8:

Low Progres
sivity (2) .86 .42 .30 .43 2.5 170 14.8 30.2 38

High Progres
sivity (3) .80 .38 .25 .35 3.5 235 0 29.0 46

 Note: The general formula for numbers(9) (12) is

B =max(GtYc + ZCa^V13



When R = 0, the parameters are:

(9) G = 163, t = .4, Z = .6, al = .29, a2 = 0.

(10) G = 262, t = .8, Z = .2, ax = .29, a2 = 0.

(11) G = 163, t = .4, Z = .6, ax = 13.7, a2 = .56.

)12( G = 226, t = .8, Z = .2, aj = 14. a2 = .56.

When R = .8, the parameters are:

(9) (i = 163, t = .4, Z = .6, 3j = .27, a2 = 0.

(10) G = 226. t = .8, Z = .2, a = .27, a = 0. 1

(11) G = 163, t = .4, Z = .6, ax = 12.6, a2 = 56. ,

)12( G = 226, t = .8, Z = .2, 3j = 13.4, a2 = .56.
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and even lowers the incomes of the aged in the lowest income decile.

This surprising result occurs in both populations. Apparently, reducing

the role of the progressive top tier in total benefits hurts those at

the bottom more than the help they obtain from the higher bottom tier
income guarantee,

2. Effects on Equity, Adequacy, Stigma, and Incentives

Assessing these effects is difficult because the underlying concepts

lend themselves to a variety of interpretations. Our measures and

analysis encompass only some of the ways of looking at these concepts.

The results in Table 6 allow us to examine the performance of nearly

all the formulas with respect to measures of equity, adequacy, and

incentives. The initial focus is on comparing the effects of alterna
tive formulas within each population. The proportional top tier, which

serves as a good benchmark for the comparisons, is highly effective in

achieving the equity, incentives, and stigma goals. The zero variation
in B/W* represents the fact that each dollar of covered wages earns the

same return. As noted above, this fits perfectly the debt insurance

view of equity except when average growth rates exceed average interest
rates over the worker's career. Given its zero tax rate, the propor

tional top tier does nothing to penalize past savings or current '

earnings. Stigma is also absent since all benefits are clearly earned

from past work effort and since benefits are not subject to income tests.
Although the proportional top tier implies that benefits replace the

same portion of past earnings for all elderly, it leaves substantial
c *variation in the total replacement rate, fB+Y )/W . If the replace

ment goal is defined in terms of total income, a high variance in
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(B+Y )/ W would be undesirable. Viewing adequacy as the average

replacement rate, obtained by weighting each unit's replacement rate
equally, we find that the proportional top tier is less adequate than

most other alternatives. However, the proportional formula looks as

adequate as other formulas, when one views adequacy as the benefit
replacement rate available to workers at average past earnings.

The progressive earningsreplacement schedule departs from the

principle of paying all workers the same rate of return. The figures on
*

the variation in B/W provide an overall picture of the differential
rates of return, while Table 7 shows directly how benefits vary with past

earnings. Although departures from the equal return principle are

generally unwarranted on equity grounds, some degree of progressivity is
appropriate and equitable if the average growth rate exceeds the average

interest rate. For example, according to the principle of paying all
workers a return equal to the interest rate (i) plus an equal share of

the excess SIR revenues generated by the higher growth rate (g) and

assuming values of 3 and 5 per cent for i and g, the excess revenue

schedule noted in Table 7 is the most equitable. But even this schedule

is less progressive than formulas (2) and (3). While progressivity can

produce inequitably large variations in rates of return, progressive

schedules yield less variation in total replacement rates than the

proportional schedule. The progressive schedule is also more adequate

than the proportional schedule as measured by the higher average replace

ment rates it provides. The incentive and stigma comparisons involve

several considerations. The zero tax on current income implies no

penalty on past savings or current work effort. But the low marginal



Table 6. Effects of Alternative Benefit Formulas on Fguity, Adequacy, and Incentive Goals

Formulas: Equity Measures Adequacy Incentives

C.^J C.V. (^) Avg. (£j Avg. (££) Min^J Avg. Marginal
W W W W W Tax Rate

at W*= W*

R= 0

Proportional Top Tier: (1) 0 1.20 .33 1.07 .32 0

Progressive Earnings (2) .37 1.16 .42 1.16 .35 0

Replacement Formulas: (3) .59 1.18 .46 1.20 .33 q

Top Tier withProportional (4) .62 1.14 .29 1 03 47 33 a

Earnings Replacement and

Tax on Current Income: (5) .60 1.10 .32 1,06 .47 29

Bottom Tier Only: (6) .87 1.05 .49 1.23 .43 .24

(8) 1.11 1.00 .50 1.24 .58 ,58

Two Tier Systems: (9) .41 1.15 .37 1.11 .37 18

(10) .49 1.16 .38 1.12 .38 .27



1 *

Formulas: Equity Measures Adequacy Incentives
C.V^J C.V. f^f^J Avg. (\) Avg. (££) Min^7 (£j Avg. Marginal

WWWW W Tax Rate
*_ *

atW= W

R = .8
0 .47 .32 .68 .32 0Proportional Top Tier:(1 J

Progressive Earnings (2) .40 .33 .43 .79 35 0
Replacement Formulas: (3) .63 .35 .48 85 .33 0

1

Top Tier with Proportional (4) .32 .27 .37 73 .50 .39 $
Earn ings Replacement and 1

Tax on Current Income: (5) .45 .24 .38 74 .51 38

Bottom Tier Only (6) .92 .46 .61 97 ■43 24

(8) 1.12 1.00 .71 1.07 58 .58

Two Tier Systems: (9) .55 .35 .43 .79 36 .20

)10) .67 .39 .44 .81 33 .32

1 This is the benefit replacement rate for an aged unit with average past earnings and zer0 current
income before transfers.

 C.V. is the coefficient of variation.



Table 7 . Fffects of Progressive Benefit Formulas onFaming5  Replacement Rates
by Level of Past Earnings

Excess Benefit Formula Benefit Formula

B B B/W AB/AW* B B/W* AB/AW*

w*  ,, (246) 153 169 .68 229 .93
_* w* ?4 no
W  l/2a *(533) 208 237 .45 256 .48 .uy
* w 17 05
W (820) 263 287 .35 271 .33
 * ו 4 c\(\
W + 1/2" * (1107) 318 327 .30 288 .26
W* + י .* (1394) 373 363 .26 .13 293 .21 t02 ^

lV OO

,.^ . . ^_ "_ _^^^ , I

3/ See text for explanation.
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return from added earnings reduces the return to earnings in the worker's

pre65 years. Where each dollar addition to past average earnings yields

an added $.32 in benefits under the proportional schedule, the comparable

gains under the progressive schedules are much lower. Stigma should not

be a significant problem, since all former workers, whether poor or rich,
receive benefits under the progressive top tier. However, at least some

internal stigma may result from very high progressivity , as people feel

their benefits are not really earned.

Adding a tax on current income to a proportional earnings replace
ment schedule is another way to increase progressivity. To some, top

tier taxes are inequitable because they violate the principle of basing

benefits entirely on past contributions. Unlike the progressive
*

earnings replacement schedules, in which B/W varies systematically only

with w , top tier taxes causeB/ W (and therefore the rate of return) to

differ even for those with the same W . Such variations in B/W within
** c

yi groups are less important when W and Y are highly correlated since
*

the tax affects most people with the same W in similar ways. In fact,
*

when R equals .8, the tax approach shows less overall variation in B/W
*

than the progressive schedules, as the lower variation in B/f/ across
* *

W groups more than offsets the higher variation within W groups. Top

tier taxes are particularly advantageous to those who favor the goal of
*c *providing equal total replacement rates. Note that (B+Y )/W varies

less under the top tier tax approach than under any other alternative,
when R equals .8. The clearest difficulty with the top tier taxes is

their adverse incentive effects. The high average marginal tax rates
shown in Table 6 reflect the penalty to income from current earnings
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and from past savings imposed by the tax approach. Moreover, the tax

formula (5) which produces the more substantial reduction in income

inequality uses marginal tax rates that rise up to .7. At moderate tax

rates, stigma should not be a significant problem since the benefits

still depend primarily on past earnings and since most recipients are

not poor. But, were high tax rates to transform the appearance of the

top tier into one primarily based on need rather than on past earnings,

stigma would increase.
Under bottom tier systems, whose benefits depend only on the unit's

current income, there is no pretense that benefits are intended as an

equitable return on past savings or as an equitable replacement for past

earnings. This fact shows up in the simulation results as the high

variation in B/W and in (B+Yc)/W . The stigma problem is serious for
bottom tier systems since their benefits are explicitly not "earned", but

rather are channeled directly to those with the highest current needs.

However, if the tax rate is set at the low .25 level, all but the top

income decile of the aged will receive benefits and the recipients may

not face any external stigma. The severity of the incentive problem also

depends on the bottom tier tax rate. The 50 and 75 per cent tax rates
impose serious penalties on income from work and savings, but the 25 Per

cent rate does not. The overall adequacy of the bottom tier, as measured

by the average benefit replacement rate and total replacement rate, is
excellent. On the other hand, looking at the replacement rates of those

whose past earnings are just above the average, the bottom tier is less

adequate than other alternatives.
The effects of two tier systems are complex. The average effects
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can be misleading unless one understands that they are the outcome of

extreme differences in the treatment of low and high income elderly. In

the case of incentive effects, for example, the two tier average marginal

tax is the result of applying a high or moderate tax rate to low income

aged and a zero tax rate to high income aged. The equity issue is
particularly complex. In the bottom tier with the high tax rate on top

tier benefits, all low income aged receive approximately the same total
benefits, regardless of their past earnings. But aged whose income is
too high for bottom tier benefits all receive the same percentage of past

*earnings. Thus, the variation in B/w is high for low income aged and

low for moderate and high income aged. The twotier approach is likely
to create a serious stigma problem. Those receiving bottom tier benefits
will see clearly that they are participating in a program designed

exclusively for the elderly poor. By applying for bottom tier benefits,

they declare that they are poor and need special government assistance.
If the fear of stigma deters some aged from applying for bottom tier
benefits, the program will lose some of its advantages in reducing

povery and income inequality.

C. The Overall Tradeoffs and A Compromise Recommendation

The choice among alternative formulas is generally difficult because

no one formula performs best in terms of all the major goals. Pulling

together the effects on all goals nermits a full assessment of each

formula.

Table 8 summarizes the distributional effects. In terms of the

poverty and inequality goals, the bottom tier system stands out as far
superior to the other systems. However, many find such systems inequi
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Table 8. Summary of Distributional Effects of Alternative Benefit
Formulas

R = 0R .8
Average Average

Gini Income Gini Income
of the of the
Bottom Bottom
Decile Decile

I. Proportional Top Tier: (1) .40 134 .49 81

II. Progressive Earnings
Replacement Schedule with
A. Moderate Progressivity : (2) .37 215 .42 170

B. High Progressivity : (3) .36 260 .38 235
HI . Progressive Top Tier

Through Progressive Tax
on Current Income: (5) .34 175 .40 114

IV. Bottom Tier Only: (6) .28 366 .28 366
V. Two Tier Systems

A. Low Tax Rate: C9) .37 237 .43 205

B. High Tax Rate: (10) .36 295 .42 240
VI. Combination Formula .32 253 .38 216
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table and possibly stigmatizing because bottom tier systems do not

relate benefits to past earnings. In spite of the latter two limitations,
the strengths of a low tax rate bottom tier system are often overlooked.

Even without any explicit tie to past earnings, the bottom tier provides

a higher guaranteed total replacement rate, than does the proportional

top tier for those with past earnings up to 1.4 times the average wag€.

For example, a former worker with past earnings of 1000, or 1 . 2 times

the average wage, would receive 320 under the proportional top tier, an

amount which guarantees that his overall replacement rate does not fall
below 32 per cent. The bottom t i er ' s income guarantee of 365 assures

this worker that his overall replacement rate is at least 36.5 per cent.

Because of this bottom tier's high breakeven point (1460), over 90 per

cent of the aged would be eligible for some benefits. If most high and

moderate income eligibles participated, recipients would not be labelled

as poor and thus would not face serious external stigma. The 25 per cent

tax rate, which imposes only a moderate penalty on earnings and property

income, makes this bottom t i er ' s incentive effects no worse than those

in the two tier and top tier tax systems. But bottom tier' s reliance

on income conditioned benefits is generally unpopular. Moreover, revenues

that go toward the bottom tier would clearly be viewed as taxes and not

forced savings. The explicit nature of the taxes might increase work

disincentives of primeage workers and lower the amount the public is

willing to allocate to income support for the aged.

The proportional top tier 1les at the other end of the spectrum in

terms of the amount of benefits that are explicitly earned by past con

tributions. Every former worker earns the same rate of return on his
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past contributions. By some criteria this is the most equitable approach.

In contrast to systems III, IV, and V, the proportional top tier imposes

no penalty on income from current earnings or past savings. However, it
leaves large numbers of aged people in poverty (30 per cent when R = . 8)

and results in the highest degree of income inequality.

The progressive top tier and two tier systems yield lower poverty

and inequality than the proportional top tier. Further, unlike the bottom

tier, they retain the link between benefits and past earnings. Using a

tax to achieve top tier progressivity has the advantage of a low Gini but

does the least for the lowest income aged. In addition, the tax approach

introduces substantial penalties on current earnings. Since we are left
with the progressive earnings replacement and two tier systems as the

most plausible candidates, it is worthwhile to compare them in detail.
Although the two types of systems have similar effects on overall

income inequality, the two tier systems do more to raise the incomes of

those in the bottom decile. In the case of R equals .8, the twotier

advantage is barely noticeable when comparing the more progressive alter
natives in each system; but for the moderately progressive alternatives
the two tier system eliminates poverty while the moderately progressive

earnings replacement schedule leaves 15 per cent of the aged below '■

poverty. The disadvantages of the two tier systems are primarily their
higher disincentive effects and higher stigma effects. Those whose top

tier benefits and current incomes are low enough to qualify for bottom

tier benefits face tax rates of 40 or 80 per cent on their current incomes.

In additon to penalizing the work effort of low income aged, the bottom

tier may involve considerable stigma. Low income recipients will find
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themselves isolated in a special program, will see much of their bene
fits as depending on their current needs, and will have to declare they

are in need to receive bottom tier benefits. In contrast, the progressive

earn ings repl acement systems do not penalize current income at all and

provide benefits to allpoor and rich alikeunder a single system.

Workers with low past wages may feel they receive a somewhat higher

rate than would be merited by their pastcont ributions , but stigma will
be very small under a moderately progressive earningsreplacement

formula. Benefits will depend entirely on past wages and those with

higher past wages will always receive higher absolute benefits.

To arrive at a choice among the major types of formul as, one must

consider these tradeoffs in combination with the values he attaches to

attaining various levels of success in each goal. One consideration

which is often overlooked in choosing between formulas is the 1evel of
R. The most significant difference in the results on populations with

different R's is the uniformly much higher progressivity attained when

R equals zero, than when R equals .8. A low R is a bonus for the policy

maker. For any degree of success in other goals, one can always achieve

lower inequality the lower is R. Put in another way, a low R can allow

the policymaker to concentrate on nondistributional goals and still
achieve low poverty and inequal ity . As noted above, the level of R

also affects the tradeoffs in the comparison between highly progressive

earnings repl acement and two tier systems. Note in Table 8 that moving

from formula (3} to formula (10] helps the bottom decile substantially
when R equals 0 but not when R equals .8.

Can we do better than the major types of formulas? Is it possible
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to preserve the income gains for the low income aged achieved by two tier
systems without resorting to their high tax rates and high stigma effects?

Yes, if one combines features of different systems. Although a number

of formulas might improve on those mentioned above, the combination we

recommend adds a minimum income guarantee to a moderately progressive

earningsreplacement schedule. To hold total costs at the level assumed

for other formulas, we apply a low tax on al1 income sources. The dis
tributional effects and the specific parameters of the formula appear in

Table 9. The combination formula has clear advantages over the two tier
formulas. Overall inequality is far lower under the combination formula

than under either two tier formula. The combination formula raises the

average income in the bottom decile more than the low tax rate two tier
formula and almost as much as the high tax rate two tier formula when

R equals .8. To attain this siight advantage in raising bottom decile

incomes, the high tax rate formula must impose 80 per cent benefit
reduction rates on income of low income elderly and an average marginal

tax rate (over all elderly] that is 1.5 times the rate in the combina

tion formula. The combination formula applies a low 20 per cent rate on

income of all elderly. In contrast, the low tax rate two tier system,

whose average marginal rate is also 20 per cent, imposes a 40 per cent

rate on low and moderate income aged and a zero rate on high income aged.

An important advantage of the combination formula is that low income

elderly receive all their benefits without having to participate in a

special program for the poor. Note that in the two tier case aged with

zero nontransfer income and low past wages receive a large share of their
total benefits from the bottom tier. In contrast, the combination



Table 9. Distributional Effects of the Combination Formula

R = .0 R = .8
f 2™^ 5 * c ( 204.2Y?. 5 * c

Benefits = max X (12.49 W '.:>)W .2YC Benefits = max j (12.68 W  (W .2Y1I 0 L 0

Coefficient of
Variation .66 .76

Gini Index .32 .38
Atkinson Index e = 1.2 .18 .24

e 2.0 .26 .35
Income Share of 1

Bottom Decile 3.8 3.2 $
Income Share of 1

Top Decile 25.6 27.6
Percentage Poor 0 0

Share of Benefits
to Pretransfer Poor 61.4 46.1
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formula provides benefits through a single program and in a manner which

emphasizes the link between benefits and past earnings.

The advantages of the combination formula extend to those low income

aged with average or above average past earnings, Figure 1 illustrates how

benefits vary with income under the combination and two tier systems for

those with average past earnings and with 1.7 times average past earnings.
*

Among those with the above average W , the comparison is straightforward.

The combination formula provides higher benefits at low current income

levels, but the gap declines with income until eventually the two tier
*

system pays more. At average W , the case is similar except for those

with the lowest income. These elderly are eligible for bottom tier
benefits and are subject to the high bottom tier tax rates until bottom

tier benefits fall to zero. Note, however, that the lowest income group

still does better under the combination formula than under the two tier

system.

The gains for those with both low income and moderate or high past

earnings in moving from the two tier to the combination formula explain

why the combination formula reduces inequality most when R equals 0.

Although the combination formula channels more benefits to the low
* c *

Y0 high W group than to the high Y high W group regardless of the ,

* ccorrelation between W and Y , the quantitative significance of this
*feature is larger when R equals 0 and as many high W elderly have low

c c
Y as have high Y .

Still, the combination formula stands as a highly effective approach

in terms of all the major goals, whatever is the correlation between 'V

and Y . It eliminates poverty, it lowers inequality substantially, it



Figure 1

Relationship Between Total Income and Pretransfer Income
Under Alternative Benefit Formulas, By Level of Past Earninqs
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Yc + B / // /
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y yf / / TT = Two Tier Formula
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400 // /Z / '

200 /
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Table 10. Benefit Levels and Replacement Rates Under the Combination
Formula and A Two Tier Formula for Elderly with Zero
Pretransfer Income, by Level of Past Earnings

■■■■■■ ■ וו ■ י י ■■■ ■ ו י י   ■ ■ י יי י י  י י" י  י " י י י"' ''"'''' ' *

Combination Formula Two Tier Formula

Level of Benefit Replace Marginal Top Total Total
Past Level ment Rate of Tier Benefit Replace
Earnings Rate Benefit Benefit ment

* Gain Rate
W

246 204 .83 66 202 .82
.31

S33 293 .55 143 248 .47
.24

820 363 .44 221 295 .36
.21

1107 422 .38 299 342 .31
.18

1395 474 .34 376 388 .28
.16

1674 518 .31 452 452 .27

r
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assures high total replacement rates for those with high as well as low
*

or middle W , it provides all but high income aged with an equitable

retum on their savings, it does little to lower the return from work,

and it introduces no stigma effects. Only the pure bottom tier achieves

much higher incomes for the poor and much lower inequality. But, in

comparison to the combination formula, the bottom tier formula has higher

disincentive and stigma effects, lower replacement rates to those with

above average w*. and less popularity. Only the proportional top tier
and progressive earningsreplacement formulas use a lower (zero) tax

rate, which has more desirable incentive effects (lower reductions in the

return from work and savings) and equity effects (benefits earned by past

contributions are not subject to reductions). But these two systems do

much less to reduce inequality and to raise the incomes of the poor. The

combination formula has the additional advantage over these two systems

of assuring a more adequate total replacement rate for those at any level
of past earnings.
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FOOTNOTES '.;■.■■

1. The U.S. benefit data come from the Social Security Bulletin)1975) ,

pages 58, 59, and 157; the Israeli benefit data are found in National

Insurance Institute (1075), page 7.

2. See Taussig for an expression of this viewpoint.

3. For examples, see Taussig and Pechman, Aaron, and Taussig (PAT).

4. In analyzing the adequacy goal, we are abstracting from the potential

prob1em of poverty among the aged. Here, we are only concerned with the

goal of maintaining preretirement living standards, however low these may

have been.

5. It is possible to consider the adequacy and incomeequal ityantipoverty
goals in combination. Although most analysts treat the two as separate

goals, one may interpret their formulations in terms of a utility function

in which utility depends not only on current income but also on the

relation between current and past income. In this case, equalizing income

would not equalize utility because units with high past earnings would have

low replacement rates and therefore lower utility. To equalize utility
one would have to be able to specify the utility tradeoffs between income

levels and replacement rates. Developing a single utility index to

measure how well each formula achieves the two goals together may be a 4

useful direction for future research.

6. Although this is the only criterion in a funded system equitable on

an ex post basis, other approaches which are actuarially sound for the

cohort as a whole might be justified on an ex ante basis. For example,

workers may agree to a benefit formula that pays everyone an equal

percentage of his average former earnings, where this average is defined
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as average earnings over the highest 15 years, the 5 preretirement years,

or some other set of years.

7. After referring to an earlier discussion on why social insurance

need not use the insurance equity principle, they remark on page 167,

". . . if the program inflicted severe penalties on many workers  if
workers were able to obtain substantially higher yields from personal

investments than from social security  it would be necessary to examine

whether these transfers in combination with transfers resulting from

other taxes and government expenditures were equitable and efficient.
This broad view of the equity issue transcends existing social security

institutions and raises complex problems." At this point, PAT refer
to their proposal which calls for paying equal replacement rates above

the minimum benefit.

8. Another solution might be to pay everyone the rate i and use the

excess revenues for some other purpose, such as lowering the payroll tax

rate. One might oppose this approach on the grounds that the SIR

payasyougo system's tax rate has been institutionalized under a program

that resembles a social contract. By abiding to the contract in the past,
the elderly cohort is entitled to any special dividends that accrue in

the present. This is true especially since they have assumed the risk of

doing worse than the market interest rate. For an explanation why

lowering the SIR tax rate is unlikely to occur in a democracy, see

Browning (1975).

9. See U.S. Bureau of the Census (1975, p. 26) and Gayle B. Thompson

)1975, pp. 1214).

10. Studies by Boskin (1975) and Bronfeld and Honig (1975) have shown
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that retirement tests do induce reductions in work by the aged, but they

do not provide estimates of output losses.

11. One might want to weight each marginal rate by the level of earnings

at which it applies on the grounds that output losses of high wage aged

are more costly than output losses of low wage aged. On the other hand,

high marginal tax rates may induce higher utility losses on low wage than

on high wage aged.

12. We are assuming in this example that all earnings are subject to a

payroll taa. Obviously no disincentive occurs when added earnings involve

no added payroll taxes or future benefits.

13. Probably the most important source of unearned benefits in SIR

programs are dependents' allowances. As this paper does not deal with

the issue of dependents' allowances in any form, we need not attempt to

measure its internal stigma implications.
14. Atkinson (1969] found that in Britain, the share of elderly eligible
but not claiming incometested benefits remained high, even after the

introduction of a new supplementary benefit program that simplified
procedures for claiming benefits, clarified and standardized the conditions

for entitlement, and increased the program's publicity. See pages 6177.

15. See Pechman et.al . , p. 215 and Lynn, et.al. , p. 351.

16. The U.S. data are drawn from the Social Security Bulletin (1975)

and from reports of the U.S. Bureau of the Census (1975a, 1975b, and

1975c) . The Israeli data come from the National Insurance Institute (1975)

and from Habib (1974,1975 ). .

17. In fact, when R equals 0, every benefit formula whose payments are
*

based entirely on W will provide equal shares of benefits to all deciles
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c * cof Y . Since W is perfectly uncorrelated with Y , and B depends only
* c

on W , B will also be perfectly uncorrelated with Y .

18. One limitation of these and other estimates of systems that use

taxes on current income to reduce benefits is the assumption that reci
pients do not try to avoid the tax by misreporting income or by cutting

their hours of work. Although we discuss the disadvantages of adverse

incentive features in the next section, we should note here that assuming

away incentive effects may bias our results on poverty and inequality
effects. If taxes imply income misreporting, then our results overstate
reductions in poverty and in income inequality. If the taxes cause the

elderly to cut their work hours, our results would overestimate poverty

reductions, but the direction of any bias in overall inequality estimates

is not clear.

19. Introducing progressivity in replacement rates has to raise the

unweighted average rate because the rise in the replacement rate of low

earners exceeds the fall in the rate of high earners.

20. See our discussion on page 13 or Habib and Lerman (1976).
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